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 Theft of private data became a threat to crime in cyberspace. This issue was 

in line with the rapid development of data technology, especially online 

transactions. To attenuate this problem, voice biometrics was developed as an 

answer to keep up security identity. This paper develops the voice biometric 

framework based on the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Depthwise 

Separable Convolution (DSC) model and the fusion of Discrete Wavelet 

Transform (DWT) and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). Such 

a scheme has targeted to increase the high accuracy, reduce the burden of high 

computational costs, and speed up the performance of classification process 

time. We conduct three testing performances, i.e., Voice Biometric Training 

Performance, Speaker Recognition Performance (” Who is speaking?”), and 

Speech Recognition performance (” What keyword is uttered?”).  For each of 

the testing, the results are compared with CNN Standard performance. The 

training results have shown that the CNN DSC model has reduced the number 

of training parameters to 364,506, leading to accelerating the performance of 

the training process time to 5.12 minutes. The results of speaker recognition 

performance have attained the best performance with an accuracy of 99.25%, 

precision of 97.14%, recall of 98.17%, and F1-score of 97.28%. The results 

of speech recognition performance have been able to improve the best 

performance with an accuracy of 100%. It can be concluded that CNN DSC 

has outperformed the CNN Standard. The contribution of this paper is to 

provide a new voice biometric framework that works on the basis of the new 

model that is lighter on its computational load and better in its accuracy 

performance. The framework can be applied for the identification and 

verification of user voices accurately, quickly, and efficiently for any 

applications requiring better security performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

There is an increasing problem of stolen private data, which could be a threat to crime in cyberspace. 

Such a phenomenon is in line with the faster growth of increasingly sophisticated digital and computerized 

information, especially online transaction activities through the internet network. To overcome this criminal 

problem, a biometric method was developed to identify individual-supported biological characteristics by 

utilizing each individual's human body [1, 2]. The biometric method is also an alternative that will be 

developed for security access applications. 

The development of voice biometric technology is an answer to make sure the protection of individuals 

to avoid theft or fraud of private data, personalize and keep up security, prevent fraud and protect the privacy 

of one's identity. This biometric method functions to enhance the security classes and user authentication 

methods. Voice biometrics uses the characteristics of biological and unique patterns of voice to identify the 
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characteristics of somebody's voice-supported spoken voice input. Humans can recognize an individual 

through his voice, like the identity of the speaker, speech style, accent, and accent [3, 4]. Voice biometrics 

uses voice commands in sending voice messages through laptops and smartphones. The device will receive 

the user's voice command. Then the incoming voice command is verified to be matched with the voice 

contained within the database [5, 6]. 

This voice biometrics technology operates with 2 (two) security process systems [7], namely the primary 

speaker recognition security process by verifying "Who's talking?" [8, 9]. And also the second is the speech 

recognition security process by verifying "What was said?" [10, 11]. If both system accesses are successfully 

opened, the verification result will be accepted. If both access systems fail, the verification result will be 

rejected. Voice biometrics was chosen because this method is safe and reliable within the process of voice 

identification and authentication, accurate and simple to work in identifying someone. The implementation of 

voice biometrics does not require special devices, and the cost is less than the biometric methods for fingerprint 

readers or retina scanners [12].  

This paper develops the voice biometric framework based on the Convolutional Neural Network 

Depthwise Separable Convolution (DSC) model and the fusion of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and 

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). DSC can significantly solve the problem of high computational 

costs and speed up the prediction processing time performance in voice biometric classification compared to 

CNN Standard. This advantage is because DSC operates by reducing the training parameters and reducing 

arithmetic operations on the operation of convolution, and reducing the computational training burden. 

Further, we use the fusion of the DWT and MFCC feature extractions to obtain its performance on the signal 

denoising performance and recognize the feature extraction of somebody's voice.  

Some previous research on the theme of voice biometrics has discussed voice biometrics using machine 

learning methods, such as voice biometrics with machine learning k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) [13], voice 

biometrics with machine learning SVM, and feature extraction MFCC [12, 14] and voice biometrics with 

GMM machine learning and feature extraction MFCC [15]. The use of machine learning and MFCC feature 

extraction has given an accuracy performance of about 76% [12-15]. Such a performance is because machine 

learning methods have limitations that can only process small amounts of data and are less able to process 

complex data.  In this paper, the proposed voice biometrics framework is utilizing the deep learning method 

of CNN-DSC. Thus, the testing is expected to provide an accuracy performance to be more than 90%. We 

implement three testing performances, i.e., Voice Biometric Training Performance, Speaker Recognition 

Performance, and Speech Recognition Performance.   

The contribution of this paper is to provide a new voice biometric framework that works on the basis of 

a new model combining the CNN-DSC and DWT-MFCC. It eventually brings 2 significant research 

contributions a new biometric framework is lighter on its computational load and better on its accuracy 

performance. Further, an applied benefit of this research is that Voice Biometrics using the CNN DSC model 

and the DWT-MFCC method can be applied to the algorithm of identification and verification/authentication 

of the user's voice accurately, quickly, and efficiently for access to banking security systems. This research is 

also part of our work on developing voice biometrics for Indonesian language users. In [16], we have reported 

the algorithm development of Deep Learning CNN Residual and hybrid MFCC-DWT and compared its testing 

results with CNN Standard. 

The remainder of the paper presents the theories and relevant studies in Section 2. Section 3 presents the 

Method, focusing on the proposed framework model development of Voice Biometrics using CNN DSC and 

MFCC- DWT. Section 4 elaborates on the testing results and discussion, while Section 5 concludes the paper.  

 

2. THEORIES AND RELEVANT STUDIES 

2.1  The Main concept of Voice Biometrics Systems 

Voice biometrics technology is an advanced technology developed for data access security. Voice 

biometrics is applied to the recognition process of a user's voice pattern based on the biological characteristics 

of each individual. This is done by verifying the user's voice identity data correctly. Voice biometrics is divided 

into 2 (two) processes, including user identification and user verification [12], as seen in Fig. 1. 

User identification is a process of recognizing a person's voice identity by registering a person's voice 

identity in the voice database. This user identification starts from the process of capturing voice from the user's 

voice as input, which consists of the speaker and speech. This voice capture process is able to capture voice 

characteristics that are important in the speech recognition process and is able to capture important information 

contained in the voice signal. The incoming voice input is still in analog form and is processed to be converted 

into digital. Furthermore, the audio feature extraction process is a process that can recognize a person's voice 

pattern from the user's audio feature extraction. The voice patterns template process is the process of 
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recognizing a person's voice identification by registering a person's voice identity, which is the unique character 

of each individual. The voice patterns template process registers and stores speaker and speech data in the 

database [12, 14]. The user identification process is in the first line. This can be shown in Fig. 1. 

The user verification process is a process where a person's voice is verified by comparing the new user 

identification voice and matching it with the voice registered in the voice model database. This user verification 

process for the beginning of the process is exactly the same as the user identification process. Everyone has a 

unique and different voice pattern. When someone accesses data in the system, the system will perform a 

pattern-matching process in which the identity of a person's voice is verified. The system will compare and 

verify the identity of a person's voice pattern according to the voice samples enrolled and stored in the database. 

The result is the validation of someone's voice with decision logic (accepted or rejected). The user identification 

process is in the second line. This can be shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the user identification and user verification process 

 

Fig. 1 shows that the basic principle, the most important in the security system of voice biometrics, 

operates in two stages [7], namely the speaker recognition stage to verify "Who is speaking?" [8, 9], and speech 

recognition stage to verify "What keyword is uttered?" [10, 11]. If both system accesses are successfully 

opened, the verification result will be accepted. If it fails, then the result will be rejected. Meanwhile, largely 

the previous papers examined the two themes separately between speech and speaker recognition. 

 

2.2 Relevant Studies  

The Deep Learning algorithm is incredibly effective and makes it easier to identify patterns from the 

entered object data [9, 17]. CNN is in a position to resolve issues in large data and complicated data for the 

identification process. This CNN is believed to have this high performance which has been widely used for 

object identification training and testing. Research to identify voice objects is currently being evolved with the 

CNN model. The implementation of recognizing a personality's voice in voice biometrics with the CNN model 

has been developed for speech recognition and speaker recognition. In previous related research, only a few 

papers discussed the theme of paper voice biometrics by combining speech recognition [18] and speaker 

recognition [19]. Generally, speech recognition and speaker recognition themes are discussed separately. 

Previous studies associated with the themes of speech recognition and speaker recognition using machine 

learning methods are discussed separately, shown in Table 1. 

Referring to previous studies that use machine learning and feature extraction methods, the accuracy 

performance is around 76% [20-23, 31, 32]. The constraints of the machine learning methods for SVM, GMM, 

and HMM could only process smaller amounts of data, and less could process complicated data [17]. In 

comparison with other feature extraction, the MFCC method is a feature extraction method with the best results 

in extracting human voice features. This MFCC could acknowledge the form of the voice from somebody's 

characteristics and process a voice in a short time and is able to pick only the voices that are needed [37]. 

However, this MFCC extraction feature has the disadvantage that it is not resistant to noise [38]. 
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Table 1. Related Research 

Patterns of 

Voice 

Models of 

algorithm 

Audio 

Feature 

Extractions 

Descriptions Ref. 

Speech 

Recognition 

Machine Learning 

(ML) SVM 

MFCC ML can process data only for small amounts of data and 

cannot process complex data, and MFCC has the problem of 

not being resistant to noise 

[20] 

Machine Learning 

on GMM 

X The descriptions are the same as above. No Audio Feature 

Extractions 

[21] 

Machine Learning 

on GMM/HMM 

X The descriptions are the same as above. No Audio Feature 

Extractions 

[22] 

Machine Learning 

on HMM 

X The description is the same as above. No Audio Feature 

Extractions 

[23] 

Machine Learning 

on HMM 

MFCC The descriptions are the same as those above [24] 

Deep Learning on 

(DL) ANN 

MFCC DL is not reliable for computational capabilities. [25] 

Deep Learning 

DNN 

MFCC The descriptions are the same as above. [26] 

Deep Learning 

RNN 

X DL RNN features less compatibility than CNN, and RNN has 

a gradient loss problem. Then No Audio Feature Extractions 

[27] 

Deep Learning 

RNN and LSTM 

X DL RNN features less compatibility than DL CNN and No 

Audio Feature Extractions 

[28] 

Deep Learning 

CNN 

X The complex structure makes the CNN workload increase. 

This results in the problem of high computational costs and 

slow system work. Then No Audio Feature Extractions 

[18] 

Deep Learning 

CNN and LSTM 

X The descriptions are the same as those above [29] 

Speaker 

Recognition 

Machine Learning 

on GMM 

MFCC ML can process data only for small amounts of data and 

cannot process complex data. Then MFCC has the problem 

of not being resistant to noise. 

[30] 

Machine Learning 

on SVM-GMM 

X The descriptions are the same as above. Then No Audio 

Feature Extractions 

[31] 

Machine Learning 

HMM 

X The descriptions are the same as above. Then No Audio 

Feature Extractions 

[32] 

Deep Learning 

ANN 

LPC, MFCC, 

ZCR 

DL is not reliable for computational capabilities. Then these 

Feature Extractions have the problem of not being resistant 

to noise. 

[33] 

Deep Learning 

DNN 

X The descriptions are the same as above. Then No Audio 

Feature Extractions 

[34] 

Deep Learning 

RNN 

X DL RNN features less compatibility than DL CNN, and DL 

RNN has a gradient loss problem. Then No Audio Feature 

Extractions 

[35] 

Deep Learning 

CNN 

X The complex structure makes the CNN workload increase. 

This results in the problem of high computational costs and 

slow system work. Then No Audio Feature Extractions. 

[19] 

Deep Learning 

CNN 

MFCC The descriptions are the same as above. Then MFCC has the 

problem of not being resistant to noise. 

[36] 

Voice 

Biometrics  

 

Machine Learning 

k-NN 

X ML can process data only for small amounts of data and 

cannot process complex data. Then No Audio Feature 

Extractions. 

[13] 

Machine learning 

SVM 

MFCC ML can process data only for small amounts of data and 

cannot process complex data. Then MFCC has the problem 

of not being resistant to noise. 

[12, 14] 

Machine learning 

GMM 

MFCC The descriptions are the same as above. [15] 

Deep-learning CNN 

Depthwise 

Separable 

Convolution (DSC) 

Model 

Fusion of 

DWT-MFCC 

Methods 

Optimizing this CNN DSC can effectively reduce the number 

of parameters and arithmetic operations in the convolution 

operation and reduce the computational training burden. So 

that it can significantly solve the problem of high 

computational costs and speed up the prediction processing 

time performance in voice biometrics classification 

compared to the CNN Standard 

Proposed 

 

Furthermore, previous studies related to the themes of speech recognition and speaker recognition using 

deep learning methods also are discussed separately, as shown in Table 1. From the two paper themes that use 

deep learning and feature extraction methods, the accuracy performance is around 71-90% [25- 28, 33-35]. 
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The restriction of the deep ANN or DNN method is less dependable in computational ability than RNN and 

CNN [33, 34]. As for this RNN, there’s an issue with gradient loss. To overcome this gradient problem, it 

combines RNN and LSTM. But LSTM has the disadvantage that it requires more computational memory to 

train [28, 39]. This CNN model is more reliable than the ANN, DNN, and RNN models. The benefits of CNN 

have dependable computational abilities, high accuracy, can process large data, could automatically operate 

important features on neural networks which do not require human supervision, then could perform complex 

data classifications within the process of voice identification [18, 19, 29, 36]. 

 

2.3 CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution (DSC) 

The deep learning CNN algorithm is in a position to resolve issues in large data and complicated data for 

the identification process [40]. The basics of CNN, without any modification, the so-called CNN Standard, has 

succeeded in carrying out its object classification tasks. However, the performance of the CNN standard model 

will increase along with a large amount of data and complex data structures in the voice identification process. 

This complex structure makes the CNN Standard workload increase, which results in the problem of high 

computational costs and slow system work. To overcome this problem, a network framework for voice 

biometrics technology was designed using Deep Learning with the CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution 

(DSC) model developed in this research. Continuous improvement and optimization in the development of 

standard convolution (Conv layer), one of which is the development of Depthwise Separable Convolution 

(DSC) [41]. Based on previous research, the optimization of the DSC model is believed to effectively solve 

the problem of reducing the number of training parameters, reducing computational load, speeding up the 

process, and reducing computational costs, which are higher in convolution operations compared to standard 

convolution [42].  

Another advantage of DSC is that it may compensate for the drawback of CNN Standard, which can only 

present the channel-wise and spatial-wise calculation processes in one way and uses the same spatial location 

filter in all channels. The DSC can present the division of calculations in two ways, namely depthwise 

convolution presents a filter of single convolution in the input of each channel and utilizes features with the 

same spatial place but with different channels, and pointwise convolution to plots the resulting feature map and 

performs linear combinations of the output depthwise convolutions on the channel space. A pointwise 

convolution is a standard convolution that has a convolution kernel size of 1×1 Conv, where the dimensions 

of the output channel are from the previous layer. Fig. 2 shows a comparison between standard and depthwise 

separable convolutions [41]. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Standard Convolution, (b) Depthwise Separable Convolution [41]. 

 

DSC is a method that is able to reduce the computational load by making some slight changes to the 

calculation technique, where the results [43] of the convolution calculations are almost the same as before. 

There are 2 examples of DSC implementation, namely a single layer and a group of layers (3 layers). 

Specifically, DSC divides standard convolution calculations into depthwise and pointwise convolutions. For a 

single layer, the standard convolution calculation is presented, which can be shown in Equation (1), whereby 

separation, which consists of 2 types of calculations, it can be shown in Equation (2) and Equation (3). For 

Equation (1), three accumulation layers are implemented, including 𝑘, 𝑙, and 𝑚 which are used to provide 

standard convolution calculations. For Equation (2), one accumulation layer is 𝑚, and for Equation (3), two 

accumulation layers are executed, including 𝑘 and 𝑙. As for the DSC calculation, which is to combine 

calculations between pointwise convolution and depthwise convolution, it can be shown in Equation (4) [41, 

43]. Although DSC is able to reduce the number of arithmetic operations and could reduce the computational 
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load, the results of the feature map calculation the end result is almost the same as the standard convolution 

process [43, 44]. 

 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝜔, 𝑦)(𝑖,𝑗) = ∑ 𝜔(𝑘,𝑙,𝑚) ⋅ 𝑦(𝑖+𝑘,𝑗+𝑙,𝑚)

𝐾,𝐿,𝑀

𝑘,𝑙,𝑚

 (1)  

 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝜔, 𝑦)(𝑖,𝑗) = ∑ 𝜔𝑚. 𝑦(𝑖,𝑗,𝑚)

𝑀

𝑚

 (2) 

 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝜔, 𝑦)(𝑖,𝑗) = ∑ 𝜔(𝑘,𝑙)⨀𝑦(𝑖+𝑘,𝑗+𝑙)

𝐾,𝐿

𝑘,𝑙

 (3) 

 𝑆𝑒𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝜔𝑝, 𝜔𝑑 , 𝑦)(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑖,𝑗) (𝜔𝑝, 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑖,𝑗)(𝜔𝑑 , 𝑦)) (4) 

 

2.4  The Fusion of MFCC and DWT Method for Improving Accuracy Performance of Feature 

Extraction 

As seen in Fig. 1, the audio feature extraction of MFCC has an important role in improving the 

performance of high accuracy and shortness of voice recognition when compared to other methods [37]. The 

MFCC is the right method for recognizing the feature extraction of the user's voice and could only perform the 

necessary voice processing. MFCC feature extraction using a discrete Fourier transform process. This Fourier 

transform is a transformation that only determines the frequency domain of the signal and does not determine 

the time domain. The block diagram of the MFCC can be seen in Fig. 3 [45].  

The MFCC process starts from the voice signal input process. Pre-emphasis is a filter process that is used 

to increase higher frequencies and increase the amount of energy in high frequencies in signal processing. 

Framing and windowing, Framing could process for dividing the voice signal within several frames, which 

simplifies the calculation and analysis of the voice signal, where each frame consists of several voice samples 

and their sampling frequency. The length of the frame is affected by the success of the spectral analysis. And 

the windowing used is windowing hamming. This type of windowing hamming is the most widely used to 

prevent signal discontinuities in the framing process. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a method that is able to 

perform calculations and solve discrete Fourier transforms quickly for voice recognition and extract voice 

signals in the frequency domain without losing relevant information, so that voice processing becomes easier. 

Mel Filterbank is a filter bank for energy measurement that responds to triangular bandpass frequencies in 

speech recognition which operate at frequencies audible to humans. Mel Filterbank is used to provide good 

resolution when the frequency is a low but low resolution when the frequency is high. Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT) for processing human voice signal information. DCT is a Mel spectrum that is converted to 

a time domain to improve voice recognition performance [36, 45]. 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a wavelet transformation method that is able to remove voice noise 

to improve voice signal quality in a better voice biometric system. This DWT signal processing is very suitable 

for use on non-stationary signals or non-periodic signals where the frequency signal varies in time and period 

of time. The frequency is not constant. Measurements in the wavelet transformation parameters are fixed. It 

will present information on the signal time range and information in the signal frequency range. Wavelet 

transform presents the approach for resolution of signal in multi-analysis, then the method could be applied in 

identifying voice signals. Actually, a change from CWT to DWT wavelet function with this scaling function 

aims to process signal filtering in Low Pass Filter and High Pass Filter. Signal filtering processing on DWT 

can be shown in Fig. 4 [46]. 

 

3. METHODS     

3.1.  The Development of Voice Biometrics framework using CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution 

Model and DWT-MFCC Methods 

Fig. 5 depicts the proposed Framework Model Development of Voice Biometrics using CNN Depthwise 

Separable Convolution and DWT-MFCC methods. It refers mainly to Fig.1, which illustrates the main concept 

of the voice biometrics system. 
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram of MFCC [45] 

 

Fig. 4. Signal filtering processing on DWT [46] 

 

 
Fig. 5. Voice Biometrics framework using CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution Model and DWT-MFCC 

Methods 

 

Basically, the block diagram of the voice biometrics study shown in Fig. 5 is divided into 2 (two) 

processes, i.e., user identification/training and user verification/authentication. The user identification/training 

process starts with the process of capturing user input voice samples, signifying the uniqueness of the speaker 

and his/her speech. The sample is processed with the development of the DWT-MFCC fusion method used to 

carry out the feature extraction process and improve the performance of feature extraction accuracy to be 

higher.  

The MFCC Feature Extraction mentioned in Section 2.4 still has a weakness, which is not resistant to 

noise in the voice feature extraction process [38]. Based on previous research, there is a gap in improving the 

performance of extraction features. Thus, this research proposed the fusion of DWT-MFCC, which aims to 

denoise voice signal performance. With the development of the Fusion of DWT-MFCC, it is hoped that it can 

solve the noise problem for better voice quality so that reliable voice feature extraction can be created. It will 

greatly affect the improvement of MFCC's feature extraction accuracy performance which is higher than before  

[47, 48]. 
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Subsequently, it runs the training of the CNN DSC model to solve the problem of high computational 

costs and speed up processing time performance. The training process is the ability of the CNN DSC model 

learning process to be trained in the process of identifying the user's voice using large computing on the GPU 

and CPU. This training process also performs the registration process for the voice of the user's identity, which 

will be stored in the database.   

Furthermore, the CNN DSC process that has been completed will produce a Trained CNN DSC, and this 

Trained CNN DSC will be applied to the user verification/authentication process. The voice 

verification/authentication process will carry out the voice classification process and voice authentication. The 

user voice verification process can be directly implemented through the Trained CNN DSC, which is used to 

produce decision outputs. The live voice of a new user will be verified by the system by comparing their 

identity and matching it with the identity of the user's voice sample registered in the database. Then the system 

will generate prediction output which aims to determine the success rate of prediction accuracy. The result of 

voice data can be trained by CNN DSC. To increase the maximum prediction performance, the voice 

classification optimization was carried out using the Trained CNN DSC Model to get high accuracy. Voice 

classification will produce a decision output in the user authentication process by validating the data 

(accepted/rejected) of the voice of the user's identity.  

 

3.2. Model of CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution (DSC) used in this research 

In this research, the CNN DSC architecture was designed as shown in Fig. 7 (with Fig. 6 Standard CNN 

architecture as a comparison). The proposed CNN DSC architecture contains 22 layers, of which there are eight 

DSC layers, one input layer, three 16 kernel Conv layers, two 16 kernel DSC layers, and one 32/2 conv layer. 

Kernel, one 32-kernel Conv layer, two 32-kernel DSC layers, one 64/2 kernel Conv layer, one 64-kernel Conv 

layer, two 64-kernel DSC layers, one 128/2 kernel Conv layer, one 128 kernel Conv layer, two layers DSC 128 

kernel, one layer of adaptive avg pool, one layer of flattened, one layer of fully connected and output layer. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Architecture of CNN Standard (CNN Without DSC) 707,386 parameters 

 

 
Fig. 7. Architecture of CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution 364,506 parameters 

 

For increasing the performance of CNN Standard, CNN DSC architecture was developed in this study, 

namely by optimizing the deep learning of the CNN standard model by replacing eight Conv layers with eight 

DSC layers. In the standard convolution structure on the conv layer in the architecture Fig. 6, in which there is 

a 3×3 Conv layer process, batch normalization, and activation layer. Furthermore, the conv layer structure was 

replaced with a DSC layer in the CNN DSC architecture Fig. 7, by developing DSC, especially making the 

configuration of the convolution layer size smaller to a 1×1 Conv layer, whereas, in the DSC, there is a 3×3 

Conv layer process, batch normalization layer, activation layer, 1×1 layer Conv, batch normalization layer and 

activation layer. From Fig. 7, it can be shown that the number of parameters for the CNN DSC model is 

364,506, which is lower than the standard CNN model 707,386 (Fig. 6). 

With the development of this CNN DSC model, it is hoped that it can effectively help to solve problems 

by reducing the number of training parameters and reducing arithmetic on convolution operations, then 

reducing computational complexity. So significantly, the CNN DSC model is able to reduce the size of network 
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parameters, reduce the number of memory operations, reduce computational load, and can speed up the user 

voice classification process time. Thus, it is very helpful in reducing the cost of higher computational loads. 

 

3.3. Testing and Voice Data Set for Indonesian Language Speaker 

To test the proposed framework, we conduct a performance appraisal for Indonesian language speaker 

with the mechanism as follow:  

1) Testing of Voice Biometric Training Performance 

2) Testing of Speaker Recognition Performance (” Who is speaking?”) 

3) Testing of Speech Recognition (” What keyword is uttered?”) 

 

Each of the performance testing results of CNN DSC and DWT-MFCC model algorithms is compared 

with CNN Standard.  In this research, each voice sample was tested for 25 minutes. We used the data set of 

Indonesian language speakers we created in [16].  This voice dataset is trained by the deep learning algorithm 

of the CNN model. This voice dataset was created by starting with the user sample voice input process on the 

smartphone microphone, which included 10 users as Voice User0 - Voice User9 (VU0 - VU9). Each voice user 

fills out a voice sample within 25 minutes with an Indonesian speaker, where each voice user input contains 

the user's unique voice data, namely speech and speaker.  The user's voice dataset will be processed using the 

extraction feature of the Fusion of DWT-MFCC method for denoising voice signals, recognizing the feature 

extraction of somebody's voice pattern, but processing only for necessary voice. Then the results of the voice 

extraction feature can be trained with the CNN deep learning model algorithm.      

 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

4.1. Testing of Voice Biometric Training Performance 

Voice Biometrics Model CNN training is a learning process for the capability of training a user's voice 

dataset with CNN DSC and DWT-MFCC method (with CNN Standard as a comparison). CNN model could 

be trained in identifying the voice user dataset. In this study, we tested the performance of voice biometrics 

with the CNN algorithm, where there were 15,000 voice sample files trained on CNN Standard and CNN DSC 

Model. 

 

4.1.1  Analysis of Training Parameters Performance for CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution Model 

This parameter training performance is for testing performance on the process of parameter training in 

voice biometrics with CNN DSC and the DWT-MFCC method (with CNN Standard as a comparison). This 

test is to determine the comparison of training parameters between the CNN DSC model and the CNN Standard 

model. Results of testing the training parameters for the two CNN models that have been carried out, it is 

obtained that there are differences in the results of the process in data trainable parameters, then data size 

parameters, where the results of the training performance on CNN DSC, number of parameters is 364,506, that 

is less than CNN standard of 707,386. So, the difference in the total number of parameters is almost doubled, 

with a difference of 342,880 parameters. Based on these performance results will help speed up the parameter 

training process for the CNN DSC model. Parameters Comparison of CNN DSC and CNN Standard can be 

shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Parameters Comparison of Training on Voice Biometrics between CNN Depthwise Separable 

Convolution and CNN Standard 
Parameters CNN DSC CNN Standard 

Total Parameters 364,506 707,386 

Trainable Parameters 364,506 707,386 

Non-trainable Parameters 0 0 

Parameter Size (MB) 1.39 2.70 

 

4.1.2 Analysis of Training Process Times Performance for CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution 

Model 

This training process time test is for testing performance on the time of training process for voice 

biometrics on CNN DSC and DWT-MFCC method (with CNN Standard as a performance comparison). This 

test is to compare the length of time required for each training operation process with the voice sample duration 

of 25 minutes between the CNN DSC model and the CNN Standard model. The results of the training process 

performance are shown in Table 3.  

Based on Table 3 and Fig. 8, it is shown that the comparison of performance on the time of training 

process for voice biometrics using two CNN models that have been carried out, it is obtained that the 
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performance on the time of training process in CNN DSC is 5.12 minutes faster than CNN Standard 6.39 

minutes. This is caused by the computational load of the total parameters, and the parameter size on CNN DSC 

is smaller than CNN Standard. The comparison results show that CNN DSC time performance of the training 

process is quicker than CNN Standard, with a time difference of 1.27 minutes. Reducing the number of training 

parameters, then the faster time of the training process for the CNN DSC model will reduce the amount of 

computational load on the training process. So, this will have an impact on reducing high computational 

operational costs compared to the CNN standard model.  

 

Table 3. Performance Comparison of Training Process Times on Voice Biometrics between CNN Depthwise 

Separable Convolution and CNN Standard Model with the duration of voice samples in 25 minutes. 

Number of Experiments 
Training Process Times (Minutes) 

CNN DSC CNN Standard 

1 5.45 6.51 

2 5.16 6.36 

3 5.05 6.39 

4 5.07 6.37 

5 5.09 6.37 

6 5.08 6.37 

7 5.06 6.38 

8 5.07 6.38 

9 5.07 6.37 

10 5.09 6.37 

Averages  5.12 6.39 

 

 
Fig. 8. Performance Comparison of Training Process Times for Voice Biometrics between CNN Depthwise 

Separable Convolution and CNN Standard Model with a duration of voice samples in 25 minutes. 

 

Analysis of the performance testing on the time of training process for voice biometrics, it can be 

concluded that the longer the voice sample time in 25 minutes in the training process that are running, this will 

increase the predictive accuracy value to be higher in recognizing and identifying the user's voice.     

 

4.2. Testing of Speaker Recognition Performance (” Who is speaking?”)  

Testing of speaker recognition performance uses CNN DSC deep learning and DWT-MFCC method 

(with CNN Standard as a comparison). To evaluate performance metrics on the CNN model, a confusion matrix 

is used for the classification algorithm. This confusion matrix could be used to find out the results of the 

comparison of the classification values between the CNN training classification and the actual classification. 

Trained CNN could produce for testing of speaker recognition performance on CNN DSC using the Confusion 

Matrix method. The classification algorithm is used to identify 10 user voices. To find out the best CNN model 

performance, this confusion matrix needs to be considered in determining the best CNN model by comparing 

the CNN DSC model and the DWT-MFCC (with the CNN Standard model as a comparison) [49, 50]. 
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In measuring the performance of this CNN model by applying the confusion matrix method, where the 

confusion matrix consists of 4 predictions that become the results of the classification algorithm, as follows 

True Positive, False Positive, True Negative, and False Negative. Based on the calculation values, the 

Accuracy, Recall, Precision, then F1-Score are obtained. The performance of speaker recognition measurement 

uses CNN DSC (with CNN Standard as a comparison), where the voice sample is 25 minutes long. The results 

of the comparison of test performance on speaker recognition can be seen in Table 4 and Fig. 9.  

 

Table 4. Comparison of Testing on Speaker Recognition Performance with Duration of Voices Sample 25 

Minutes using CNN Standard and CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution with DWT-MFCC  

Voice  

Users  

Comparison of Performance Testing on Speaker Recognition (%) 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

CNN 

Standard 

CNN 

DSC 

CNN 

Standard 

CNN 

DSC 

CNN 

Standard 

CNN 

DSC 

CNN 

Standard 

CNN 

DSC 

VU0 98.33 98.60 97.27 95.85 97.83 97.31 96.83 96.57 

VU1 99.27 99.33 96.12 96.84 98.58 97.87 97.35 97.35 

VU2 98.60 99.20 95.72 96.88 96.67 97.88 97.46 96.88 

VU3 99.73 99.07 99.62 97.34 96.83 97.42 91.54 96.32 

VU4 99.27 99.47 98.26 99.46 96.98 97.53 97.07 97.88 

VU5 98.67 99.33 98.57 97.4 97.40 97.49 94.92 97.4 

VU6 99.13 99.80 97.66 98.46 97.31 99.98 96.57 99.22 

VU7 99.67 99.60 97.37 97.94 98.67 98.96 96.46 98.45 

VU8 98.80 99.00 93.66 96.34 99.48 97.83 95.50 96.08 

VU9 98.50 99.13 94.00 94.91 99.46 99.46 96.85 96.61 

Averages  99.00 99.25 96.83 97.14 97.92 98.17 96.06 97.28 

 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of Performance Testing on Speaker Recognition with Duration of Voices Sample 25 

Minutes using CNN Standard and CNN Depthwise Separable Convolution with DWT-MFCC 

 

From the comparative analysis of test performance on speaker recognition with the duration of voice 

sample 25 minutes using the CNN DSC model and the DWT-MFCC method (with CNN Standard as a 

comparison), the best results obtained are percentage values for Accuracy 99.25%, Precision 97.14%, Recall 

98.17% and F1-Score 97.28%. So, with the increasing amount of voice sample files or longer duration of the 

running voice sample, this will result in a higher percentage value of speaker recognition performance in 

classification prediction decisions. 

By referring back to Table 1, it has been indicated that the accuracy performance of other deep learning 

models (ANN, DNN and feature extraction MFCC, deep learning RNN with LSTM, deep learning CNN and 

feature extraction MFCC) is around 71-90% [25-28, 33-35]. Thus, the proposed model has been able to 

improve performance on the Accuracy of Speaker recognition by more than 90%. 
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4.3. Testing of Speech Recognition Performance (” What keyword is uttered?”) 

Testing of speech recognition performance is for testing the performance accuracy on speech recognition 

using CNN DSC deep learning and DWT-MFCC method (with CNN Standard as a comparison) with the 

duration of voice sample 25 minutes. Testing this speech recognition by matching or verifying the spoken 

keywords (speech content) of the user. 

The keyword spoken in this test is "Open Access," where the Indonesian user pronounces it. This test is 

done by verifying and matching the voice utterances in accordance using voice patterns template data saved in 

the database. If it is verified that the statement is "true," then it is "accepted." But if the verified statement does 

not match the words "false," then it is "rejected." 

Fig. 10 shows the performance testing of keyword speech on speech recognition with both CNN models, 

where this test was carried out 20 times by ten voice users with the keyword "Open Access." From the analysis 

of performance testing that has been performed, the best performance is obtained with CNN DSC speech 

recognition accuracy with a percentage value of 100%, which is better than the CNN Standard percentage value 

of 95%. The overall results have indicated that the proposed framework model can increase the high accuracy 

value, which is better in the classification of voice biometrics compared to CNN Standard. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of Performance Accuracy of Speech Recognition using CNN Standard and CNN 

Depthwise Separable Convolution with DWT-MFCC 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper has developed the voice biometric framework based on the CNN Depthwise Separable 

Convolution (DSC) model and the fusion of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Mel Frequency Cepstral 

Coefficients (MFCC). It is targeted to increase the high accuracy, reduce the burden of high computational 

costs, and speed up the performance of classification process time. We conduct three testing performances, i.e., 

voice Biometric Training Performance, speaker Recognition Performance (” Who is speaking?”), and Speech 

Recognition performance (” What keyword is uttered?”).  For each of the testing, the results are compared with 

CNN Standard performance. The results of the training performance testing that has shown that CNN DSC is 

better than CNN Standard. This CNN DSC performance optimization is able to reduce the number of 

parameters, where the total CNN DSC training parameters become shorter, only 364,506 when compared total 

parameters of CNN training Standard 707,386. The reduced number of training parameters will have an effect 

in accelerating the performance on the time of the training process with CNN DSC to 5.12 minutes faster than 

CNN Standard 6.39 minutes. Analysis of the performance testing of the training process time on voice 

biometrics, it can be concluded that the longer the voice sample time in 25 minutes that are running, this will 

increase the predictive accuracy value to be higher in recognizing and identifying the user's voice. 

By optimizing the performance of this DSC model, it is expected to be able effectively to reduce the 

number of training parameters, reduce the amount of arithmetic in convolution operations, reduce 

computational complexity, reduce the network parameters size, reduce the amount of operations memory, and 

reducing the amount of training computational load. So that the optimization of this DSC model can help in 

solving the problem of higher computational costs and slow system performance. Thus, the development of 

the research results of this CNN DSC is able significantly in reducing the higher computational costs burden, 
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then accelerate the performance of the prediction processing time in the classification of voice biometrics. The 

results for testing the performance on speaker and speech recognition are that CNN DSC is better than CNN 

Standard. The results are obtained by implementing CNN DSC performance optimization on voice biometrics. 

For speaker recognition performance testing, the results we're able to improve the best performance with the 

highest percentage value at 99.25% accuracy, 97.14% precision, 98.17% recall, and 97.28% F1-score. And for 

speech recognition performance testing, the results we're able to improve the best performance with a 

percentage value at 100% accuracy with 20 trials. So with the development of the research results on the CNN 

DSC, it could be shown that results of the performance testing of speaker and speech recognition can increase 

high accuracy value, which is better in the classification of voice biometrics. 

The future work is to build up the actual application of the proposed voice biometrics framework, to be 

implemented for the real-time identification and verification/authentication of the user's voice directly for 

security access to the Internet banking service. 
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